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E2Gold Inc. (TSXV: ETU; OTCQB: ETUGF) is a Canadian gold mining exploration
company primarily focused on its flagship property, the Hawkins Gold Project
(54,000 ha long) located in North-Central Ontario in the McKinnon Zone
(inferred resource of 6.2Mt at 1.65g/t for 328,000 oz Au). The Company
recently entered into an agreement with Golden Share Resources (TSXV: GSH)
for a 100% interest in the Band-Ore property. Brand-Ore is located in Thunder
Bay, Ontario and hosts two historic high-grade gold resources –
underexplored for forty years, indicating strong growth potential for ETU.
E2Gold’s primary focus is on developing its principal asset (Hawkins Gold
Project) – using airborne helicopter geophysics in a scalable resource.
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Investment Case
E2Gold – ‘Lead. Innovate. Discover.’ Exploration stage gold mining company
with proven high-grade resource and geological signature in under-explored
property.
Robust growth potential - at flagship Hawkins Gold Project – The Hawkins Gold
Property is located 150 km east of the producing Hemlo Gold Mine. Hemlo is
located on the trans-Canada highway (travels through all ten provinces from the
Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean), easily accessible by logging roads (non-public and
only used by trucks for transport).

Every geology responds differently to the probing
techniques used in prospecting. Once the data
responses are collected and collated these comprise
the overall geological or geophysical signature.

Hemlo is in the McKinnon Zone. ETU’s potential is scaled by Hemlo because of
its mineralization style and geological signature and setting. The historic NI 43101 report shows Inferred Resources of 6.2Mt @t 1.65 g/t for 328,800 oz of Au.
In addition, ~26m oz. of gold was discovered in the region in the past 15 years.
Hawkins also benefits from existing high-quality infrastructure.

There are 5 existing mines coming into production in
proximity to Hawkins. These mines are run by
companies such as Newmont Corporation (NGT.TO)

Aggressive drill program: E2Gold is continuing its aggressive exploration
program in 2022 – marking new drill targets in and around the McKinnon Zone.
ETU’s 11,000m drilling program - PI is complete and P2 is underway, with
encouraging early results. E2Gold has raised $10m equity 2021A for its earlystage Hawkins exploration program. Early results have been encouraging.
Acquisition of new properties: E2Gold has aggressively pursued M&A to add
new projects and properties. In Sept 2021, ETU tripled the Hawkins property by
staking an additional 34,400 ha (1,616 mining claims). In Oct 2021, ETU entered
into an agreement with Golden Share Resources Corporation (TSXV:GSH) for a
100% interest in the Band-Ore property. Band-Ore fits into ETU’s portfolio underexplored for 40 years – providing growth potential for ETU.
Experienced management and strong institutional support: E2Gold’s
management team has a proven record of value creation. Co-founder, Eric
Owens has more than 30 years of experience in the exploration industry and
has been involved in the discovery of 7Moz of gold. ETU has strong institutional
support with nine [9] funds holding 27% of the company.

Catalysts

Increased M&A activity in the region; successful completion of the ongoing drill
program; launch of new exploration program(s); continued institutional
support; additional capital raised; tech advancements in mining.
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Operational Strategy
Principle asset focus – E2Gold’s Hawkins Gold Project is in the McKinnon Zone - an
inferred resource of 6.2Mt at 1.65g/t for 328,000 oz Au.
The operational strategy for Hawkins revolves around carrying out further drilling and
conducting resource estimate studies.
A parallel focus is the pursuit of various funding opportunities to raise sufficient capital
to conduct its exploration and development work as well as fund its M&A activities.
Leveraging McKinnon - E2Gold is continuing an active exploration program for 2022 new drill targets in and around the McKinnon Zone with a budgeted additional
15,000m.
The P2 11,000m drill program is underway to expand the McKinnon inferred resource
at its Hawkins Gold Property. This program is expected to continue through to the
Spring of 2022. There are three targets under test in the P2 drill program:
1) a series of deep step-out holes below the McKinnon Zone;
2) selected shallow level step-out targets below and along strike with the McKinnon
Zone and;
3) off-trend geophysical targets.
New exploration projects – 2022 kicks off exploration at Band-Ore with an initial
reconnaissance, airborne geophysics and an induced polarization strategy
(geophysical imaging technique that identifies electrical chargeability of materials
below the surface). E2Gold anticipates producing a drill ready project by 2023E.

ACF Equity Research Ltd (FRN 607274) is an AR of City & Merchant Ltd (FRN 154182) which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Management Team
 CEO, Eric Owens.
Eric is the CEO of E2Gold Inc. and has 30+ years of experience in
mining exploration industry in North America and Latin America.
Eric’s experience is primarily in the discovery and development of
gold and base metal deposits. Prior to joining E2Gold, Eric worked
in various mining companies such as Newmont Corporation, BHP
Minerals, and Echo Bay Exploration Inc. Eric holds a Ph.D. in
geology from Western University, Ontario, Canada.

 CFO, Erik Martin.
Erik Martin is the CFO of E2Gold, with 27+ years of experience with
companies in the mining sector. For 30% of the time, Erik provides
CFO services to E2Gold. The other 70% is on providing financial
services to other firms. Erik also serves as the Chief Financial
Officer and Corporate Secretary of Murchison Minerals Inc. (TSXV:
MUR) and as a financial consultant to Votorantim Metals Canada
Inc.
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Risks
Project development risk – This includes failure to be granted a license or to discover
or develop an economically recoverable ore reserve, to conclude a definitive
feasibility study, and to obtain the necessary consents and approvals for the conduct
of exploration and mining.
Commodity price risk – E2Gold is highly exposed to commodity price volatility. A
potential fall in commodity prices could lead to its projects becoming economically
unviable. Risk mitigation steps could include measures to hedge risk including steps
such as stockpiling when prices are low and price hedging when prices rise above
expectation.
Funding availability – Mining is a capital-intensive business and requires a significant
amount of investment as well as working capital. If the company is unable to raise
capital for its exploration and development activities, it will adversely impact the
timelines for its projects. Also, too much new equity (raising money via issuing equity)
will lead to dilution while debt funding will increase interest cost thereby putting
further pressures on cash flows. E2Gold does not have an ESG policy at this time,
which reduces funding opportunities. We estimate that in 2021 AUM $30trn were
formerly inaccessible to companies without an ESG with metrics. We believe the AUM
filtered informally at this time using ESG filters is far in excess of AUM $30trn.
Regulatory risk – Mining projects tend to attract high regulatory interest given their
impact on the environment as well as on the country’s natural resources. E2Gold’s
assets are located in Canada, which has extensive regional laws and regulations.
Failure to comply with them could lead to delay or complete shutdown of the
development of the assets. In common with many smaller explorers and producers
E2Gold does not have an ESG policy or use big data collection and analysis at this
time, both of which serve to reduce regulatory risk.
Personnel - Small and mid-sized companies are more dependent on their Csuite/executive management teams than large and mega-cap global companies. The
loss of key personnel can have a disproportionate impact on valuation and investor
perception vs. similar events at larger more mature (often ex-growth) companies.
Pandemic risk – A new pandemic could lead to: Civil unrest and international conflict
over treatment availability and/or palliative treatments (if any). Lock downs imposed
upon the mining crews due to site infection. China or India into country wide lockdown
for an extended period. Deep global capital markets and economic recession with a
duration measured in years rather than months.
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Notes [Intentionally Blank]
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INDEPENDENCE & DISTRIBUTION
ACF Equity Research Ltd is a provider of issuer-pays research with a clearly defined independent ethic. ACF produces
accurate, clear, focused research aimed at a professional investment audience. ACF has excellent distribution capabilities
and always aims to provide access without restriction to the widest professional audience. ACF offers a range of additional
services to support its clients.
DISCLAIMER
This communication is for informational purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or
sale of any financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction. [The opinions expressed in this report
herein do not take into account individual investor circumstances, objectives, or needs and are not intended as
recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to particular clients. The recipient of this
report must make its own independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein.] ACF
Equity Research Ltd has based this document on information obtained from sources it believes to be reliable, but which it
has not independently verified. Neither ACF Equity Research Ltd. nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents
shall have any liability, however arising, for any error, inaccuracy or incompleteness of fact or opinion in this research
report or lack of care in this research report’s preparation or publication, or any losses or damages which may arise from
the use of this research report. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or
accuracy and are subject to change without notice. [Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance
and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by ACF Equity Research Ltd. with respect to future
performance. Any recommendation or opinion contained in this research report may become outdated as a consequence
of changes in the environment in which the issuer of the securities under analysis operates, in addition to changes in the
estimates and forecasts, assumptions and valuation methodology used herein.]
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. INVESTORS
This research report was prepared by ACF Equity Research Ltd., a company authorized to engage in securities activities in
the United Kingdom. ACF Equity Research Ltd. is not a registered broker-dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not
subject to U.S. rules regarding the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. This
research report is provided for distribution to “major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption from
registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Any U.S. recipient of this
research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments based on the
information provided in this research report should do so only through, a registered broker-dealer in the United States.
The analyst who prepared this research report is not registered or qualified with the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (“FINRA”) and may not be associated with a U.S. broker dealer and as such, would not be subject to applicable
restrictions under FINRA Rules on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held
by a research analyst account.
[Investing in any non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments (including ADRs) discussed in this research report may
present certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, or be subject to the regulations of, the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Information on such non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments may
be limited. Foreign companies may not be subject to audit and reporting standards and regulatory requirements
comparable to those in effect within the United States.]
LEGAL NOTICE
This report is for authorized use by the intended recipient(s) only. It may contain proprietary material, confidential
information and/or be subject to legal privilege. No part of the content of this research report may be copied, forwarded
or duplicated in any form or by any means without the prior consent of ACF Equity Research Ltd. and ACF Equity Research
Ltd. accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
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IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES FOR U.K. INVESTORS
The information in this report has been prepared by ACF Equity Research Ltd (ACF). The research is published for
information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any securities or any
financial instruments.
ACF has based this document on information obtained from sources it believes to be reliable but which it has not
independently verified. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or accuracy
and are subject to change without notice. Any comments or statements made herein do not necessarily reflect those of
ACF Equity Research Limited. The material should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their
own judgment. Past performance does not guarantee future performance.
The analyst(s) responsible for covering the securities in this report receive compensation based upon, among other factors,
the overall profitability of ACF which may, from time to time, solicit business from any of the companies referred to in this
report. The analyst(s) responsible for covering securities in this report may not hold a position in any or related securities
in this report in ACF’s sector universe on in any other sector in which ACF carries out research. The company does not
hold any position in the securities mentioned in this report.
This research report and its contents are intended for professional investors and not for retail investors. A marketing
communication under FCA Rules, this document has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements
designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of
the dissemination of the investment research. ACF Equity Research Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. However the contents of this research report are produced as if ACF Equity Research Limited is
unregulated and consequently this report does not contain investment recommendations or ratings.
ACF, its directors, employees and agents accept no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of
the use of all or part of these materials. The information in this report is provided with the understanding that ACF is not
acting in a fiduciary capacity. Certain laws and regulations impose liabilities which cannot be disclaimed. This disclaimer
shall in no way constitute a waiver or limitation of any rights a person may have under such laws and/or regulations.
Copyright © 2018 ACF Equity Research all rights reserved. Additional information is available upon request.
Copyright 2018 ACF Equity Research Ltd. All rights reserved.

ACF Equity Research Limited, 125 Old Broad Street, London, EC2N 1AR, U.K.
Tel: +44 (020) 7558 8974
Website: www.acfequityresearch.com
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